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SEEKING NORMALITY 

AMIDST COVID TIMES 

It is easy to point to what has been lost over the last term as 

COVID wreaks havoc with everyday life. We can look for the gaps 

in the calendar where the school show should have played, the 

gaps where the Year 7 Dedication Service and Carol Concert 

should have been staged at Lichfield Cathedral, and the gaps on 

sideboards of sporting awards from victories on the fields.  

Even so, amidst a lot of darkness, there are gaps where glimmers 

of light shine through and this newsletter celebrates much of 

them. Lessons and learning have gone on, friendships have blos-

somed, teacher and students have pushed hard on catch-up, and 

overwhelmingly our school has been supported by parents to 

make things work as best as they can. 

Even in the bleakest times, the energy and enthusiasm of youth 

remains infectious and one-way systems and face masks have not 

diminished things; whether it be debating, fund-raising or simply 

caring for one another. Well done everyone - let’s make the most 

of Xmas - and we have to believe 2021 will be better still.     
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World Animal Day 
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DIARY DATES 

4/1 Return to School 

14/1 Y11 Parents Evening 

23/1 Y7 Partnership Evening 

25/2 Y10 Parents Evening 

Y9 Pathways Evening 

18/3 Y12 Parents Evening  

26/3 Non-Uniform Day  

1/4 Last Day of Term 
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HOLIDAY DATES  

Half Term - 15th February to 19th February  

Easter Holiday  - 2nd April to 16th April 
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Headteacher’s Address 
 

There is a children’s book called ‘Cork on the Ocean’ which 
opens by saying: “Bounce on the ocean, ride over waves. 
Voyage out into the blue...” and from a personal perspective I’d 
argue that everyone this term at The Friary has gained a big 
appreciation of the adventures that cork went on.  
 
We began the with last minute COVID guidance coming out on 
the Summer’s last Friday afternoon before the Monday of the 
new term. Now, as we end the term, we are being told we’ll 
have a Friary version of M*A*S*H when we return with Mr Rose 
as ‘Hawkeye’, Ms Cain as ’Klinger’ and Mr Drury as ‘Hot Lips’. 
Certainly, this term more than any other has taught us to roll 
with the punches, and we’ll deal with whatever is thrown at us 
in January, but who knows what that will be or when it will start. 
 
Even so, whether our staff have to act as M*A*S*H , Grange 

Hill, or Guardians of the Galaxy, I can say with confidence that they will do an amazing job, We have steered clear of 
Year closures due to their COVID vigilance and care in school and at home, their attendance levels on deck have 
actually been better than ever, they have navigated every challenge through making great suggestions or coming up 
with creative responses, whilst also rolling with the school line, and despite having their own health, family and person-
al worries, they have remained on even keel. They have stoically listened to my wrangles with Track & Trace Apps, 
balanced child care when their own young children have been sent home to isolate, and maintained a work focus even 
when facing the ultimate family loss. It would be very remiss of me in this public forum to not give them all a very public 
expression of ’thanks’ as we end this term.  
  
Elsewhere, our students have done an amazing job too and their response to a radical overhaul in daily life since Sep-
tember has been nothing short of astounding. They have adapted to one-way systems, face-masks, sanitisers, stag-
gered bells, and tweaks to provision without complaint and it must have been tough. School life is ram-packed and so 
contradictory to the mantra of distancing, isolation and shut down which is drummed out elsewhere. However, though 
there have been some crazy cases at home - such as having to visit a family to confirm a COVID case when no parent 
call came in or sending home children when a test result waiting parent decided to drive a group in - every child we 
have dealt with has handled things calmly, resolutely and maturely. The Year 11s have grafted on the catch up at the 
after-school boosters and Saturday Schools, the Year 13s have studied relentlessly at home, and attendance levels 
have been nothing short of superb across the board. It seems that school is very much seen as a valuable and worth-
while part of life and this only makes us very proud as a school. 
 
Of course, the students have been backed by their parents and they have also been a force for good in our school too. 
Even in this last few days of term I am receiving emails from parents volunteering their services for the proposed test-
ing in schools and their have been numerous Xmas / End of Term messages too which are usually pulled together and 
sent to all staff. The support has also been there through charity donations and both Seward (Midland Air Ambulance) 
and Johnson (St Giles Hospice) have seen House Weeks raise high levels of donations in tough times, Equally, the 
PTFA have been incredible in coming up with imaginative approaches and plans to keep the crucial funds rolling in; 
whether it been walking Lichfield with the Round Table on the adapted Santa Run, setting up the Friary PTFA shop, or 
donating stock to the North Lichfield Food Bank. I am very much a believer that a school is a product of it’s community 
and so many fantastic parents are bid drivers of any success we achieve in school.   
 
There is no doubt that we will need this team approach in the new term; whether it be in managing COVID testing with 
likely little support or resources; dealing with home learning which may well be for longer than the initially proposed first 
week; or coping with potential closures if we fall victim to the staffing shortages other local schools have had to endure.   
We are well aware that we will not be able to ‘please all of the people all of the time’ but being able to rely on goodwill, 
tolerance and empathy does make things a whole lot easier and we recognise this cuts both ways.  
 
Anyhow, we now have a quieter Christmas than usual and, though it is unlikely to provide the usual level of festive fun, 
it does at least give us all time to pause, and take a breath, before we launch into 2021. We can all check out that cork 
that we will inevitably pull out of a bottle at one point or another and reflect on what we have had to deal with this year 
and what we still have to overcome. Nonetheless, together, and as one, we will do it - I am sure. 
 
Have a lovely Christmas, keep safe and best wishes for the year ahead of us.  
 
Matt Allman,  
Headteacher  



Is-

Starting off the academic year with some inspiration for our Y13 Apollo 
students, Dr Charlotte Houldcroft (a past Friary student herself) visited the 
school to run a brilliant and informative workshop, to explore the process of 
applying to the most prestigious UK universities. 

Charlotte, who graduated from Oxford University, now works as a Science 
lecturer at Cambridge University and so was able to offer invaluable             
first-hand advice, guidance and support to our students, based upon her 
personal experiences of being both an Oxbridge student and lecturer. As part 
of the morning, Charlotte explained how students should best prepare for 
interviews, how to make their personal  statements stand out, how to ensure 
that they get the most out of university studies and what they should be 
prioritising in their studies so as to secure an offer. This provided students 
with answers to many of the questions they had about their upcoming year 
of their university application process. 

Looking to Oxbridge Universities  

Senior Six 2020/21 

Our Senior Six represent the school’s student leaders and are selected 
from a field of Year 12 applicants for the Year 13 role. This year’s 
cohort had the toughest field ever to get through – you could have got 
three outstanding teams out of the applicants – and the final team are 
hugely impressive. The team are expected to offer leadership, new 
ideas and to contribute to whole-school pans for both their peers and 
the staff. 

The team is made up of : 

The Health & Social Care Department have a close relationship with 
local care homes in Lichfield, in particular The Spires. 

Following an awful few months in the care home sector due to               
COVID-19, The Spires asked if we had any volunteers who would like to 
give something back to the residents who had been unable to see 
friends and family during the pandemic. 

New students on the course took part in ‘Decorate a Shoebox Project’. 
The main purpose behind this was for students to decorate an old shoe 
box in order for it then to be filled with special memories and things the 
residents had missed out on during the coronavirus situation. 

Caring for Our Community 

Events at The Friary School... 
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Head Boy - Joshua Bramall 

Head Girl - Sophie Tuner 

Charity Coordinator - Lucy Stothert  

 

Chair of School Council - Warwick 
Smith 

Deputy Head Boy - Sam Hutchison 

Events Coordinator - Georgie 
Groucott 
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World Animal Day (4 October) was a very busy week,  which saw staff bring in 
their pets, children wear animal masks and their pets were entered into a 
virtual Pets Got Talent Competition. 
 
Assemblies were led by Mr Baker and Miss Stone, who wowed Year 7 and 8 
with her own not so mini beasts – snakes, frogs, cockroaches and a praying 
mantis. During the KS4 assemblies we discussed the way that animals can 
lead, drive, protect, help and show the sort of resilience that the best GCSE 
students will show.   
 
Throughout the week a display was made of students’ pet selfies. We had a 
range of horses, dogs, cats, lizards fish and even a parrot! 
 
At the end of the week, we invited the students in each House with the most 
House Points to ‘Face Their Fears’ with The Exotic Zoo 
(see: www.exoticzoo.co.uk). Students braved the horrors of tarantulas, 
snakes, millipedes and other terrifying small creepy things. 

World Animal Day 

Our Year 7s are already busy taking part in our Reading Rewards 
Scheme led by our English Department. 

The students completed an online reading log - accessible through 
laptops, tablets and phones - and recorded their reading in a league 
table against other students. 

There are blogs to contribute too and lots of prizes ranging from 
certificates to books and stationary to bookmarks. 

Y7 Reading Awards 

Our school always pays great attention to Remembrance Sunday with events 
in school and visits to the National Arboretum but in these COVID times 
things had to be scaled back somewhat. 

Even so, we still made sure Remembrance was writ large into the school week 
with special assemblies, tutor times, an exhibition in the art gallery, and a 
wreath laying event attended by Year 11 House Leads. 

Our Remembrance commemoration play a big part in the spiritual and   
reflective development of our students and the chance to think about the 
sacrifices given by past generations is a valuable one. 

Remembrance Week 
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https://exoticzoo.co.uk/


Kevin Wilcox, Road Safety Officer from Staffordshire County Council, visited 
Sixth Formers to deliver a session educating them about the importance of 
being safe and aware as a driver. 

The session included coverage of real life events, whereby drivers who had 
lacked road awareness had suffered on dangerous consequences. Students 
were alerted to the responsibility that comes with driving a car. 

Making Lichfield’s Streets Safe 

The COVID message remains a high priority for us as we have a key role 
not only in enforcing measurements but also educating students as to 
why they are important. 

Naturally, teenagers benefit from imaginative and varied approaches, so 
having had our fill of DfE posters and advice documents, we decided to 
consult with the ‘World of Rock’ to get our guidance. 

This led to the production of a string of music-themed posters advising 
students of the COVID expectations and looking to inject a bit of fun and 
discussion into what has to be a sustained and consistent message. 

Rock Stars Support The Friary COVID Message 

Dr Frost is our online maths learning package - all students have access 
and they can hone their skills, check their answers, and revise topics when 
they are unsure. It is additional to our lessons and homework, is suitable 
for all ages, and is a great way to improve your Maths. 

We have been tracking our Year 9s in attending enrichment sessions and 
collecting points on Dr Frost and we pulled together a group of               
high-performing Year 9s to acknowledge their hard work and success in 
this area. 

Dr Frost Maths Competition 

We are always looking to improve our Sixth Form offer and we saw an 
opportunity to support local Lichfield businesses who are keen to engage 
with Friary students and are having to deal with the challenges of COVID 
in these tough times. 

Consequently, we have created a Sixth Form Perks Card which gives our 
Sixth Formers discounts in local stores, eateries and with local services. 

All of our Sixth Formers will be issued with a ‘Perks Card’ and will be able 
to obtain genuine discounts - not national offers for anyone - at the 
locations including, LDC Driving School, Innovations Hairdressers,           
Lichfield Desserts, New Look and many more. 

Sixth Form Perks Card 
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Remote Learning  
 
Our Remote Learning  plan is ready to go for the start 
of the Spring Term - though we will have to wait and 
see if Xmas infection rates change anything. The provi-
sion will be very familiar to those who were involved 
in it during the Summer Term. 
 
The resources will continue to be distributed  via 
Show My Homework and will be available on a rolling 
programme throughout the opening weeks. The re-
source also has a  helpful messaging system. 
 
Students should keep their work at home and bring it 
into school when we eventually return. 
 
We will be operating ‘live’ sessions as well which will 
follow our seminar approach which worked success-
fully in our last remote learning stint. Each student 
will receive a series of Teams invites from their teach-
ers so they know when to log on. They can access 
them via their school email accounts which are acces-
sible via the ‘Students’ tab on the school website. 
 
These sessions last between 15-20mins and see the  
teacher review prior learning, run through the set 
tasks, and allow questions so that each student is 
clear. Some will run longer, more likely for Sixth Form 
groups. 
 
All students will have access to seminars in English, 
Maths, Science, History, Geography and French, whist 
Year 10-13 students will have sessions for every exam 
subject. 
 

E-Safety Curriculum Award 
 
We are delighted to report that our re-assessment for 
our 360 Safe Online Safety Award went extremely well 
and we have received the highest ranking in terms of 
our provision. 
 
Online safety has a high priority in our school, as we 
recognise the high risk that online behaviours can place 
teenagers in, and whilst you can never remove the risk, 
you can at least teach young people how to keep them-
selves safe. 
 
The Award is led by Steve Neale, our Deputy Safeguard-
ing Lead, and  our comprehensive system checks, tui-
tion, Focus Weeks and guidance online, in lessons and 
at Partnership Evenings all paid a big part in our success 
and make us stand out nationally. 

COVID Measures 
 
Our COVID measures  worked well throughout the Au-
tumn Term - no doubt with good fortune playing a part 
too - and we had fewer children sent home than many 
other local secondary schools. 
 
The infections appeared to largely come from home and      
there was little evidence of transmission in school 
(though of course there may have been asymptomatic 
cases). 
 
We will be continuing with our COVID arrangements in 
the new term and will keep a close eye on the national 
picture as the evidence suggests things may worsen.  

Friary 
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Free School Meals  
 
The downturn in the economy due to COVID is 
going to affect lots of family incomes and we would 
draw everyone’s attention to the Free School Meals 
(FSM) provision that parents may now find they 
qualify for. 
 
You can learn more about whether you qualify at: 
https://www.gov.uk/apply-free-school-meals.  
  
The money goes directly onto each child’s Parent 
Pay account so is secure and discrete. The money is 
taken in exactly the same way as any other child 
and parents can add more into the account if they 
wish to. 
 
The FSM status also gives your child access to fur-
ther school support which can be viewed on our 
Pupil Premium page under the ‘School Info’ tab on 
the school website.  

PTFA in COVID Times 
 
Our PTFA have kept busy even in these restricted 
times and their creativity and enthusiasm have ben 
incredible.  
 
They have set up a range of new funding streams, 
have engaged with local support providers, and 
remained a hugely positive support to the school.    
 
See the school website - www.friaryschool.com/pta - 
for more details and check out the PTFA Shop and 
School Lottery too. 

Catch-Up Programme 
 
The DfE has allocated our school around £82,000 in 
catch-up funding which is to be used to address the 
learning gaps caused by the 2020 school closures.  
 
In reality this effectively provides around £68 for 
each child - the equivalent say of two private Maths 
tutoring sessions by a qualified teacher. Clearly, this 
money is not a silver bullet but we are putting it to 
use in a range of areas which we think will help. 
 
The full Catch-Up Programme can seen on the school 
website - at www.friaryschool.com/covid-catch-up-
funding/ - and it includes after-school boosters, ex-
tended Saturday Schools, extended online provision 
and individual support. 
 
We have been sent around 20 laptops for our vulner-
able and Pupil Premium children and these have 
been distributed where we know there is a clear 
need. We are likely to receive more and will act 
when they arrive but sadly as yet there is no tidal 
wave of such technology coming in our school. 
 
Those facing exams in Summer 2021 are facing the 
biggest challenge - despite some curriculum adapta-
tions - and we have also identified Maths and French 
as two subjects which have been hard bit due to 
their particular incremental build-up of learning.  

 
There is a real risk we will have more school closures 
in Spring 2021 and so the picture may well change 
again. This is a very fluid process but we are confi-
dent Friary students will have a better provision than 
children in many other schools. 

NEWS 
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Our Sixth Form students run the Interact Cub, a charity fund-raising club 
which runs in conjunction with the Lichfield St Chad Rotary, and raises 
money for a string of good causes. 

Our Interact Team are having to be extra creative this year amidst the 
COVID restrictions but are still pulling  together a meaningful and               
pro-active programme to run through the school year. 

As part of the organisation, all student members receive a presentational 
badge and Lucy Stothert, who is leading the group was presented with 
the President’s Medal. The presentation was done with fellow                 
Interact-ers in attendance and Lichfield St Chad overseeing events via 
Teams. 

Interact Club Presentation 

Saturday School & Mock Exams 

Our Year 11s had their mock exams straight after half-term and with 
the uncertainty over exams next summer we have advised them to 
give 100% in the exams. 
 
The mock exams do not determine any predicted grade - more they 
are an indicator of progress and what we need to go over again in 
readiness for the final exams. They are though an important marker 
and one of a number judgements we would take into account should 
the final reckoning come down to Centre Assessed Grades. 

We wanted to flag up how proud we are of Caragh Murphy (7S1) who 
has been baking cakes to raise fund for Refuge - a charity which raises 
funds for women and children affected by domestic violence and who 
came into school during our Domestic Violence (DV) Focus Week. 

Caragh’s baking has attracted rocketing demand and her lockdown time 
is being spent working hard at home to raise funds for a cause she 
believes passionately in. 

Caragh said: “There are many children that have to move to refuges and 
hostels due to escaping from violence and abuse and this has  become 
more of a problem in lockdown. Thinking of this made me sad to think 
they might give up their homes and maybe leave lots of their belongings 
and toys behind. So I have decided to raise money for the charity Ref-
uge.” 

Fund-Raising for Refuge 
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A cohort of Friary school staff are working with colleagues from across the 
Greywood Multi-School Trust towards their National Professional            
Qualification for Middle Leadership (NPQML). 

The group of eight leaders received their virtual induction in July. Training 
begins in October and runs throughout the year. 

NPQs are high-quality professional qualifications recognised by the DfE. They 
are designed to develop a range of desirable and effective leadership            
behaviours. The course is delivered by experienced, accredited facilitators 
from the Association of Central Teaching Schools. 

Candidates are sponsored by Greywood MST, supported by an in-school 
mentor, and receive time to attend the training. 

Learning to Lead at The Friary 

As a school we are proud to have supported the national anti-bullying 
campaign, and united with other schools across the Greywood Multi                
Academy Trust. The message from The Friary was “Stand Up, Speak Out!” 
as we work together to stamp out bullying. 
 
The week was packed with activities, with assemblies on how looking after 
each other makes us a hero to those we help, especially those who may 
feel alone online. In tutor time pupils bought anti-bullying wristbands, 
raising money for the Pathways charity.  
 
We also ran a competition to wear your most garish and outstanding tie on 
‘Tie Day Friday’ and, continuing the theme of stamping out bullying online, 
sending selfies in to the school to show how we’re all different and all 
united, whether it’s in real life or on the internet. Thank you to those who 
have lent their ties to the cause, even if you didn’t actually want them 
back! 

Anti-Bullying Week 

We are pleased to announce that thanks to the efforts of students at The 
Friary we have been awarded our first Eco-School Award. The school can 
now proudly say that we are an Eco School having been awarded the 
Bronze Award. 
 
To achieve this award Year 8 students have formed an eco-committee 
and have taken responsibility for developing the school’s approach to 
eco-campaigning. Following a successful environmental review, they held 
assemblies, produced tutor time activities and used many of the ideas 
from across the school to complete an environmental action plan. 
 
In order to achieve the silver award, they will be continuing to meet 
regularly and ensure that the action plan is successful. By maintaining 
this approach we hope to achieve the Green Flag status by the end of the 
year. 

Eco-School Award  
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We are very much a school that seeks to develop the whole student - not just 
in terms of academia, but also in terms of softer skills which are equally 
important as the students moving into post-school life. 

Our Sixth Form Enrichment programme has had to be narrowed this year due 
to the COVID restrictions but we still have a wide range on offer and our 
students are keen to build up their CV and expertise as they look towards 
their next steps. 

Sixth Form Enrichment 

PTFA Bags 2 School  

We are asked all families to use the COVID time to have a good clear-out 
and to drop any second-hand clothes into our school reception so that we 
coulg add them to our PTFA’s Bags 2 School Collection. 
 
Bags 2 School is a company that specialises in the reuse and recycling of 
good quality second-hand clothing. 
 
All of the bags are weighed and our PTFA will receive a payment on the 
weight so the more we collected the more funds we raised.  

Our Focus Week included a visit from Jo Billington from the Lichfield               
Pathway Project as part of our focus on the White Ribbon charity. White 
Ribbon UK is the leading charity seeking to end domestic violence.  

Our Art and Performing Arts departments joined together in a project to 
raise awareness of the facts associated with domestic violence and the all 
the charities offering support. Our Sixth Form in particular have been           
instrumental in the production of a range of informational posters. We  also 
sold white ribbons with all donations going directly to the Pathway Project.  

White Ribbon Day 

For most people around the world, education is the most important 
thing that they need. It is a basic human right. Without a good educa-
tion, children cannot grow into self-sufficient, well-rounded and fulfilled 
adults. 
 
Therefore, we took the time to celebrate teachers and education across 
the world in recognition of World Teachers’ Day, which has been held 
annually on the 5th October since 1994. 
 
The week saw a celebration of teachers and school staff, but we also 
acknowledged the amazing work of parents and carers who have played 
in educating their children during these unprecedented times. Many 
parents and students sent in ‘thank you’ postcards to school staff, which 
were very well-received. 

World Teachers’ Day 
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